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I INTRODUCTION

The problem of distribution of electric power becomes more

complicated and the efficiency of distribution becomes more im-

portant as the electrical load increases with the growth of

industry.

The author has made a critical study of the primary and

secondary distribution system practices in use in the United

states of America with reference in particular to .the adapta-,

tion to Pakistan,

Faced with suoh a vast problem of studying American dis-

tribution practices, the author of necessity is forced to

limit his discussion on many of the topics given below. He

realizes that many accepted practices in America would not

be economically feasible in Pakistan. However. many American

practices and trends are recorded in the thesis since future

developments may warrant their consideration.
. -

Use is made of confidential information not available in

the general literature but released to the author for this

thesis; oonsequently. statements concerning certain practices

and studies may be found in the.thesis without source refer-

ences. Wherever available published material or current trends

are, used references are given •.- .r ,- - ""
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Since Pakistan may enjoy phenomenal growth in its distri-

bution systems, it was deemed advisable to investigate American

practices which might even be new to many areas in America.
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II OVERHEAD ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

In designing a distributibh system, an engineer should

consider, the cost of the material which he is going to use.

It is not always practlcal to use concrete or steel poles in

order to obtain a permanent installation, as it may be more

practical and economical to use wood poles which have been pro-

perly treated with preservatives. The price of the different

materials, of course, will depend almost entirely upon the geo-

graphical location of the installations, the abundance of material

at hand, freight and drayage costs, and various other expenses

necessary in delivering the material to the job.

American practice has shown that material savings may

be made by using bare conductor of high tensile strength. By

omitting the weatherproof covering commonly used on the line

conductors, approximately one third of the price of the conductor

may be saved. The elimination of the weatherproof wrapping or

braiding on the conductors decreases both the weight and the over-

all surface area of the conductor, thereby adding a greater mechan-

ical safety factor to the construction, Another item of saving is in

the labor cost where bare conductors are used for over head distri-

bution. This difference is on account of the decreased weight and

the cleanliness of the bare conductors, in addition to the labor

saving devices for making splices and taps. The labor costs for

4
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bare conductors is considerably less than the labor costs for

5

to longer spans and therefore, fewer poles. Joints and splices are
\

weather proof conductor. Bare-wire,construction lends itself
'~~ I

\

made on the bare wire construction by the use of splicing sleeves

and solderless connections,-thereby effecting a great saving over

the method of soldering all joints. The cost of pulling slack on

distribution systems'built of bare wire is relatively small com-

pared with the similar 'distribution systems where weather-proof

conductor is used. In areas subject to ice loading bare conduc-

tor usage is very desirable.

In making a system more permanent, perhaps as much depends

upon the method of construction or the installation of line

material as upon the kind of material. 'Nothing can take the place

of a good set of specifications for the installation of a distri-

but ion system, and established good methods should be followed

unless sound ,engineering judgment warrants a change. This does

not mean that where conditions warrant that new methods should not

be tried.

The most economical voltage for an overhead distribution system

in most cases is determined by the immediate load to be cared for

by the system. The next thought is given to future possibilities

in order to design a system with sufficient surplus capacity. Then

the type of construction is chosen to fit the voltage. If the most
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economical voltage is chosen it must be considered in connection

with an economical type of construction •

Too often the system voltage is not given sufficient con-

sideration. and engineers have been too prone to use the voltage

with which they are already acquainted. This is probably true for

two reasons. One reason can be attributed to the fact that there
. '\", .

are a number of recognized voltages which have been giving satis-
•
faotory service in the past. The other reason is that practi-

cally all the pole line material equipment has been designed to

operate at these recognized voltages. Economy usually dictates

the use of one of the standard voltages.

The voltage used on the first distribution systems was 220.

This was considered the most economical voltage for the old direct-

ourrent systems before the advent of alternating-current distribu-

tion. The 220 volt direct-current systems served their purpose

at the time they were inaugurated because there was only a small

lighting .load to be cared for and this load was concentrated in a

very small area. As the bulk of their load increased it was found

impossible to put in conductors of sufficient size to carry the

load ec~nomically.

The advent of alternating-ourrent for use on distribution systems

presented the possibility of extension of the system at a very great

6

. :-,I saving in line conductors. The primary voltage for distribution
.•. 11



systems w~s gr~du~lly r~ised from 220 volts to 1100 or 2200 volts.
".,.

With ~dition~l lo~d incre~se ~he prim~y distribution voltage

incre~sed to 13.2 kv with some second~ry systems oper~ting ~t

440 volts inste~d of the st~nd~rd 220-110 volt system. Such

system voltages not only elimin~te the multiplicity of subst~-

tions but ~lso provide possibilities for future extensions either

fo~ l~rge blooks of industrial lo~ or for sm~ll so~ttered rural

prospects.

viSingle phase 11,500-115/230 volt distribution transformers

are used on most of the 11 kv distribution systems where these

systems serve ~ widely scattered territory. A considerable s~ving

might be obtained by inst~ll~t1on of the neutr~l and 6600-7200
,", .,.. -~ ,

volt transformers. However, in sparsely settled territories the

cost of a neutr~l conductor ~ounts to more than the difference in

price of the 6600 volt ~nd 11000 volt transformers. One of the

first objeot~ons which is always raised to 11 kv distribution is

t~t the distrihution transformers cost approxi~tely 40% more

than 2300 volt transformers. The greatest difference in cost of

2300 volt and 11 kv distribution systems is in the price of the
•• "j .•

protective eq~ipment.

In the design of a distribution system, it is necess~ry to

choose m~terials and methods of installation which will give ~he

greatest s~fety to linemen and construction crews. This can be

7
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accomplished by providing proper clearances and safe equipment.

Due thought should be given to the safety of the man who has to

operate the distribution system after it is completed,

Any kind of temporary construction should be discouraged,

as it is not'an easy matter to replace a temporary installation

.while it is in operation. It must be remembered that equipment

once installed is to be operated and maintained with the least

possible number of interruptions to service. It must be operated

.and maint~ined to avoid hazards to life and property.

8
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III UNDERGROUND DISTRIBUTION

Practices and Trends In Service
For Residential Customers

. .t.

The use of underground distribution in residential areas
. .'~

dates back many years. Early installations made use of the com-

ponents associated with high load.density design practices util-

izing conduit, manholes, lead covered cables, usually paper

insulated and submersible equipment. In residential areas in-

volving relativeiy light load density, the cost of conventional

duct and manhole type of construction cannot normally be justi-

fied and the use of cable suitable for direct earth burial is

essential.

The latest innovation, buried cable and buried transformers

without vaults, is being tried by two utilities and may extend

underground distribution to areas normally supplied by overhead

distribution system or aerial cable •

•Factors Which Influence Demand For Underground

'The tendency to use underground cable is not only influenced

by the long established demand on the part of the owners and sub-
01........... . "'.4 .1,.,."

dividers to avoid the use of poles, anchors and wires associated

with'overhead construction because of aesthetic considerations,

but has been intensified by factors that have developed in recent

~ears. In towns densely populated areas, overhead lines are

9
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clearly impossible. The use of curvilinear streets and irregular

property lines, inherent in many new sub-division developments,

have been influential in increasing the preference for under-

ground construction in such areas because of",the congestion of

poles and guys required. As the cost ratio of unde~round and

overhead construction becomes smaller, certain operational advan-

tages of underground should be evaluated in determining its use

from the utilities viewpoint.

Ordinarily, ,underground systems are not subject to major

damage and prolonged outages during severe storms to which over-,
head lines are,susceptible. Continuity of service in underground

areas, which are in most instantances supplied from overhead lines,

are often related to overhead line hazards. Generally speaking,

underground lines avoid the major problems of service restoration

and repairs over wide areas which are associated with overhead

construction under extreme emergency conditions. Tree trimming

cost constitutes one of the most important items in the installa-

tion and maintenance of overhead lines in some areas. These costs

are eliminated by the use of underground distribution.

Furthermore, the underground system might be expected to

have a longer life than the,poles and cross-arms of an overhead

system. These considerations may make the use of underground

attractive in many localities .

10
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It should be pointed out that failures do occur in underground

cables and that such failures require longer repair time than that

generally required on most kinds of damage to overhead conductors •.

However, total outages will probably be less on underground due

to the smaller number of faults that occur.

General Installation Requirements

Cable installation practices vary widely from that of using

conventional conduit systems to the least costly direct burial

methods.

The use of conventional conduit systems, normally associated

with high load density areas, for residential underground install-

ations, has been largely replaced (in the interest of cost reduction)

to an increasing extent by direct buried cables.

The trouble free operation of buried cable depends largely

.upon the depth of burial and the protection provided against mechan-

ical damage. These two factors are closely related: Burial of cable

deep in the ground is one of the most effective means of preventing,
mechanical damage. Cables should always be placed below the frost

line to avoid mechanical stress resulting from heaving or shifting

of the earth caused by freezing and thawing. Buried cable should

be deep enough to be free from interference and possible damage

from such operations as deep plowing, post hole digging, driving
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of fence posts, road maintenance, drainage installation, and

gardening. A good covering of earth to place the cables below

the level at which such interference is likely to occur provides

better assurance against mechanical damage than metallic armor on

the cable itself in shallow ground. For g90d results the depth

of burial should be from 30 to 42 inches depending upon the loca-

tion and the probability of mechanical disturbance. In addition

to the natural protection of the earth coverage, it is highly

desirable in some locations to provide further mechanical pro-

tection over the cables, such as creosoted wood planks or con-

crete slabs, after they have been covered with about 6 inches of

backfill.

Extra protection is of particular importance at road cross-

ings and driveways, where damage could result. from driving over

the cables with heavy loads. For such locations the installation

of the cable in buried. conduit is highly recommended. Inaddi-

tion to the mechanical protection provided by the conduit, it

also affords a.convenient means of replacing the cable without

the necessity of digging up the roadway.

The most satisfactory way of installing buried cables is to

lay them in a trench with proper bedding and backfill. The trench

method as compared with cables installed by means of cable plow,

results in less bending and distortion of the cable, less danger

of stone cut~ing, greater uniformity in the depth of burial and

12
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better control of conditions throughout the entire length. Where

cable is plowed in, there is no way of controlling the condition

of the bedding and backfill sinoe this depends entirely upon the

contents of the soil.

Where cables are laid in a trench the bottom should be free

from sharp stones and have a sandy.loam layer at least three to

four inches deep to provide a smooth bedding. The cable or cables

can then be laid in the trench. If the sandy loam oontains rela-

tively large stones or pebbles, it should be screened before using

under or over the cable. The sandy loam, which contains both sand

and loam, provides protection from possible injury from the crush-

ing effect of stones or rocks which sometimes occurs as the back

fill settles. In addition, soil of this type tends.to hold mois-

ture and provide better heat transfer away from the cable than with

sand alone or with clay alone. Sand dries out quickly as it per-

mits water to drain off readily and clay bakes out in dry seasons

and in this condition it has high thermal resistance,

Multiple primary cables, such as the three phases of a single

feeder where single phase cables are used, may be layed in a trench

without special attention to separation, Where more than one cir-

cuit is involved, some separation is requ~r6d to permit work on one

circuit with the other alive. Where primary and secondary cables

are directly buried in the same trench, they,can be separated by

13



being laid on opposite sides of the trench or with the secondary

6 or more inches above the 'primary. The latter arrangement is

probably less costly since it can be accomodated by a narrow

trench and offers the advantage of the secondary cables provid-

ing some protection from the primary in case of excavation, as

well as facilItating the direct connection of services without

the risk of digging into the primary.

Choice of design depend~ primarily upon the utility's view-

point regarding operating requirements and service quality. It

is also dictated by local conditions, many of which are beyond

the control of the utility, such as local governmental restric-

tion, soil conditions, local terrain. and landscaping. as well

as area layouts.

Where low cost is the objective, it is important to evaluate

simplification as it effects operating, maintenance, and service

restoration; particularly in view of the long term life of the

installation. It is also important to consider the adaptability

of the design to the load growth as capacity increases. Direct

buried cable installations at minimum costs can be designed,to

satisfy all these requirements.

Design Objectives

What are the design objectives that should be the goal in

underground residential distribution?

14
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There are certain objectives that are common to most residen-

tial underground installation,

1. The quality of service .ith respeot to continuity and

voltage should be at least equal to that provided by the usual
.~.

overhead system.

2. The component parts must be reliable and inherently pro-
.,-.

tected from the operational hazards inherent in,Underground

installations such as moisture, damage from digging, corrosion,

freezing, lightning, etc,

3. The.installation should make the maximum use of overhead

system components such as transformers and s.itching equipment.

This is in the interest of 10. cost and simplification'as .ell

as adaptability to operation by normal operating personnel, .hose

training and experience usually contains and centers around over-

head system practices.

4. The system should be capable of serving increased loads

.ithout cable replacement throughout its useful life.

5. Service restoration normally should be made by overhead

trouble-men .ithout digging and in a minimum of time.

6. Cost should be kept to a minimum c<lnsistent .ith the

above considerations.

Primary'system

The primary voltage used in underground distribution system
,.

is that generally used for general distribution in the area •.~.

15
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Existing installations range from 2.4 kv underground to 7.2/12 kv

multi-grounded systems with by far the majority of system supplied

at 2.4/4.16 kv with multi-grounded neutrals.

Underground distribution is normally confined to small areas

such as a single sub-division and is usually provided by single

phase branches from three phase circuits used for general service

in the area. Where required by the loads, two or three phases

may be used.

The general features of various circuit arrangements fall into

three general categories:

1. Radial

2. Loop

3. Dual Feed.

The first of these, which is the simplest arrangement, as

shown by figure I, is similar to the familiar radial overhead lay-

out. In this simplest form, single phase branches serve one or

more transformers without sectionaliz1ng or reserve connections

at the ends of the laterals. These laterals may be more extensive

with branches and sub-branches along a three phase system depending

upon the extent of the area to be served and where justified by the

load requirements. Sectionalizing may be provided at the lateral

take-off or at frequent intervals on more extensive layouts to

allow for the removal of several laterals between sectionalizing

16
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points. It is usually considered more essential to provide sec-

tionalizing :wbere the main i~ underground than where it is over-

head.

Since most underground areas are supplied from adjacent over-

bead 11nes,:.it.1s the usual practice to provide fused disconnects
, .

at. the junction point to give protection to the remainder of the
..•~"

service area for faults on the underg.round.
, .

The simple radial layout can be improved by providing sec-
,.. ,....~-

tionali~ing at all transformer installations with provieion for

'disconnecting the cable in either direction. In case of cable
'.' ',. ;

failure, service can be promptly restored ahead of the failure by
,.,

sectional 1ltinll', and the Use of a portable emergenoy cable between
,7 •• _"'

any two transformer installations can temporarily restore servioe

to.the remainder of the load. The use of emergency cable is

facilitated when single conducior ca~le, such ae'concentric, is. -
used on such a system.

I, .~,.
'..on:.;~fthe most frequently uset,r1~ery

primary loo.p'as shown in figure 2. The l?op

layout 1'9the open

arrangeme~t provides

,

a supply.to each transformer installation from either direction

and permits .the prompt. restoration of opefation'.. The two ends
.'

of the loop are usually .supplied at different points. These
...'

points may be on different circuits, or, if single.phase, from ..
. -.' ..... '

different phases of the same cir~i~. The additional cable

1'" ".

",'.',. " ...•..,'~.~',' ,...~,~~..'. '. :'> ••••••••••• ,.

",,',0 •• ;.:.;-,' r
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required to supply loop service over that-under the simple radial

layout is usually nOllinal and may be adequately justified by the

improvement in operation provided.

One ,arrangement._hich will provide some savings in investment

is to a~ternately 'loop.and tap adjacent transformers. This is

'pa,rticularly true where the transformers are located at. a dis-

tance ''&ni th6 :d,ablerun. U:nd~r thisarr.ffigeD:ent, the tapped trans-
. ". ~", ' '; ".

interruPtio!!~~it' cable .failure between two

",,"

. "' -, ~

adjacent looped transformers and the use 01<"the temporary' cable

must be resorted to for service restoration •

Another arrangement which is also used in the primary circuit

1tiI 'shOW'll".i'nfi~re"'3'~ ,,,'r,his "arrangement, which may be used under

certain circumstanaes,'provides duplicate feeds to each transformer

location with facilities to switch each transformer, manually, from

the normal to its alternate cable supply. In some instances, two

cables might be available for sueh use along the same route and

separate phases of a three phase circuit could be used where the
1

oircuit is made up.of separate cables for each'phase. It is

doubtful if this arrangement can be justified if the two cables

have to be provided as a part of the installation, Also under ..

this ,arrangement, the number of transformers must be limited be-

cause of the exoessive amount of time required for switching at

all transformer looations.
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Remarks

Many variations of these three basic arrangements &rePossib1e

.and the choice of the plan 1& dependent on the relation between the

cost of additional refinements and the benefits they will provide.

The benefits thst must be evaluated are improvement in quality of

service as related to operating time for service restoration, and

operating manpower requirement.

The industry tendenoy 1& toward some form of loop arrangement

with two way supply, sinoe it appears that suoh a system most eco ..

nomioa11y provides the degree of service continuity consistent

with the requirements of most utilities.

Primary Cable

The types of cable used in residential underground distribu-

tion systems depend mostly upon the methods"of installation, as

previously disoussed, but is also influenced by the established

practices of the individual utility.

PrellEintpraotice throughout the United states generally malees

use of some type of single oonductor cable, although there are

some installations of multiple conduotors. Types of conduotors

vary frOm lead aDd paper or lead and cambrio through all the

various types of rubber and synthetio compound installations.

Lead sheatbitd cables are generally installed in 80me form of

22



duct systemand are not nOrmallydirectly buried unless con-

structed with a jacket over the lead. There is a trend in the

newer installations to use of ozone resistant rubber with a neo-

prene' jacket for use in duct or direot burial.

Aconsiderable amountof concentric cable is in use and

its use, both for direct burial and in ducts, is ~Dcreasing.
if,'

This cable, insulated with rubber, and having a neoprene jacket,

is used in the 6 kv class. It is similar to single conductor

cable but is classified as a two conductor cable,

Animportant Bdvantagein the use of rubber or synthetic

compoundinsu1at',11.".P,l!:J;1!es,or cables without shielding taps
. '.. .

at 5 kv, is the simplicity of termination, Overheadtype equip-

ment, such as porcelain box cut-outs, maybe used at trans-

former installations and sectionalizing points. This results

in lower costs and improvedoperating procedures, by cr_s

trained in the use of overhead equipment, as comparedto the

usUal type of termination and expansive switching facilities

required with metallic sheathed paper or cambric insulated

cables,

A recent developmentwhiohholds promise of considerable

cost reduction is the low cost mouldedthermoplastic cable

splice which is available in kit form for use in non-metallic

sheath ca~le. Its use eliminates the need for joint taping

23
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and results in a considerable reduotion in labour costs.

After makingthe proper connection. a mouldis fitted over .

'the joilit area and filled with a COIIlpoundwhich, through chemi-

cal action, tills the mouldand insulates the complete splice.

Its use is particularly adaptable to single conductor cable

and is adequate for direct burial.

SecondarySystem

The load circuits or secondArymains tromwhich consumer

. servioes are tapped generally tollow the geographical pattern ot

the load area because the mains are located under the strests or

alleys in the area so that the services to th8 consumercan be .s

short as po.slble. Thls arrangement tacllita~es access to the

mains for repairs, maintenance, and servioe connections. In

'underground systems the seoandarymaln as well as other oircui ts

are generally carried in duct systems and the service oonnec-

tions are madein manholes, vaults, or shallow junction bOXes.

At the inter-conneotions of the secondarymains the corresponding

phase ,conductors at the interseoting mains are oonnected together

so that, in most oityarealll where the low-voltage secondary work

is applicable, the system ot secandarymains takes the tOI'lllot'

a grid. In an ideal case the grid tOl'lllSa regular pattern suoh

as shownin tigure 4.

. ""':.
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Substation
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single phase, three wires 120/240volt secondary ci~cuits

with groundedneutral is the ,~~nera1practice throughout the
.,,\(..-,

United states. However,in sOmeareas three phase four wire

Y 127/208volt secondary is being used where heavy load cen~~~ba-

tione are being experienced. 'Three phese powerload and single

phase lighting load are readily served from such a system. In

the future 240/480volt three wire secondary might also be pro-

vided to serve heavy residential loads.

The layout of the undergroundsecondary is muchthe sameas

that used on overhead. Radial secondaries are used predominently

but there has been someuse of banking and looping. The.e

iatter arrangements are justified by improvedregulation and

reducedmotor starting flicker.

The advantages of single phase banked secondaries over the

radial ,systembecomesmore important linderground. It not only

provide. the usual advantages of diversifying loads between

transformers, thereby permitting smaller installed capacity, im-

proved ncrmal voltage levels, and reduced flicker which is a

,factor in spacing between transformers, bu't it also provides

capacity to handle newand growing loads, Cables, Qn~ buried,

are expensive to replace if it is found that conductor size

,ill inadequate. The use of a double breaker self protected
.,.- ',. ~- .' .~- .

transformer constitutes a most desirable method, froma cost

'\".'
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ste,ndpolnt. of banking underground secondaries. although tuitltli

tie pointe installed above ground between adjacent transfo~rs
y~

maybe used.

'Secondary and ~~rvice Cable

In~underground systems the secondary mains generally are

madeup of single-conductor cables because of manyinterconnec-

tions and serVice taps required in a secondary network can be

1Ilade>more~eas11y and less expens,ively on single-oollductor

oables than multi-oonductor cables. Within the last' decade.

improved insulating materials have resulted in extensive use

of non-metallic sheathed cables because splices can he mademore

eaeilyand less expensively on single-conducto~ cables than

multi-oori~uotor cables. Within the last decade, improved

insulating materials have resulted in extensive use of ,non-

metallio sheathed, cables'because sp11:cescan be mademore,•• s11)'.

Although three oonductor cables Ifenerally are not used. ,1t ' is

oommonpractice to t.ist all the conductors of a three phase

circui t together to keep to a minilllUD1the reactance of the c1r-

cuit and thus improve voltage regulation.

The,:'size of the conductors in the seoondary main depends pri-

Jilat'Uyon, the' required carrying capacity. Ho"ver. the voltage
'K

drop from,a transformer to any load along the iDainsunder normal-
/'[

operating conditions should not exceed about two percent.

27
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The oonduetor sizes most frequently used in underground low-

vol tage networke aN 4/0 and 250-. 350-. and 500-MOI: However •

.because of .relatively high voltage drop, diffioulty of handling

8nd the diffioulty of burning, olear faults on 500-MOI cable,

,two 4/0 or. 2!lO-MCM eables in pa,rallel are frequently used in

place of one 1I00-MOI i~ct~r.

Conclusion on Underground System
'l!.'

Underground .residential dietribution costs vary from about

1.11.to as muoh as 10 times those of an overhead sYlltem required

to serve the same area. Thill variation is dependent upon the prao-

ticee of the individual utility with regard to overhead standards

as well as the Underground design standards acoeptable, in the

particuJ.ar looality,> By the utilization of available components

and simplified inlltallation practioes, and operating standards

,and requirements, underground 4 lev residential distribution can

be provided in most localities at costs in the range of 2 to 2.5

times that req~ired for an equivalent overhead eupply.

with the ever 'inoreasing demand, for and ~increased utiliza-
• 0

, ,

tion of electric service, coupled with the publio demand for

serVice improvements and improved appearances of utility. seJ'V-

ice facilttiee, future use of underground distribution in re.i-

dential area. 'Will'undoubtedly increase substantially •

.,.i;
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IV AERIAL CABLE

The real economies of aerial cable become more apparent

when compared with open wire on the basis of dollars per KYA of

load area coverage instead of on the cost per mile of line.

This point is often overlooked while emphasis is being

pl.8.cellon the more obvious advantages of improved appearance,

greater reliability, and reduced tree trimming.

khen open wire construction costs are compared with those
, ,'\

for aerial cable, mile for mile the aerial cable coste froul~O

to 150% more, the exact percentage figure depending on local

conditions and what items are inoluded in the total outlay.

But such a'comparison leaves unrevealed an important part

of the economic picture. It fails to take into account the

greater load carrying ability of aerial cable construction on

voltage limited circuits.

cable Size Important

MUch of the voltage 'drop in an open-wi~ feeder is the' result

of line reactance. The ratio of reactance to resistancelnci'easel!l
.'

directly with conductor size and spacing. For a ~/O open-wire

line with an 'equivalent delta spacing of 33.6 lnche'!. a conductor

size representative of the construction often used on 6 KY premezy

feeder mains, the ratio ie about 2-1.

29
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It is not cu~tomary to transpose the phase conductors on.
0 • ..,

.pri~oircuit •• Hepce, the reactance and effective resistance
, ; ,,~.,~.

aDd consequeptlythe voltage drop in the line, is different for

each phase. The 11I1iitt~~load on a voltage Umited circuit is
. "."

determined by the voltage drop in the phase with the greatest

impedance.

J
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Figure 6 shows the spread in voltage drop' in the various

phases of a 4-KV feeder with 4/0 open-wire conductor as a function

of the load power factor.

Voltage Regulation Better

The condUctors of a 3-phase aerial cable are closely grouped

iii.eqUilateral triangular f01'lllation.This arrang8lJllllntresults in

balanced rlllactancesmuch lower in value than those obtained with

open-wire ~nstruct1on. This improves voltage regulation.

For the larger conductor sizes the resistance is low, and

the reactance becomes a considerable part of the cirouit impedance.

ThUs aerial cable becomes more advantageous as the conductor size

increases.

Figure 6 also shows a comparison of the voltage drop in 4/0

aerial cable feeders with the voltage drop in 4/0 open wire feeders.,
,.•..itrlitis'it is shown. graphically that aerial cable becomes more advan-

'-~ " " ..
i~.tageous as the load pO..verfactor decreases.
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Load carrying Greater

Figure 6 illustrates the greater load oarrying ability

of aerial cable for voltage limited feeders. Aerial cable's

lower voltage drop will carry the same load further, or a

greater load the same distance.

Power factor effects the load carrying ability of aerial

cable less than it does that of open wire. In fact the load

that can be carried via aerial cable increases as the power

factor drops below about 85%.

Some new residential loads coming on power systems today
\

have very low power factors. As this trend continues, the

greater load capability of aerial cable should prove even more

important in the future.

Best Application

Three phase primary mains afford the most attractive appli-

cation of aerial cable. On these the largest conductor sizes

are used and consequently in this usage lies the greatest oppor-

tunity to increase feeder load oarrying capability. Other advan-

tages of aerial cable take on importance in this field.

Service reliability is most critical on the mains. An

outage here effects all or most of the customers on a feeder.

while an outage on a simple phase. lateral effects only a rel~~:

34
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tively few customers.

Tree-tr1mlllingexpense is greatest where large space is

required for open-wire, 3-ph8ee circuits. Trees must be trimmed

around aerial cable, but the amountof trimming is reduced. Aerial

cable used for prillllU')'mains has an attractive appearance and

relieves congestion on lines carrying more than one feeder.

Animportant consideration for any utility companyis the

fact that aerial cable reduces the chances of trouble spreading

from feeder to feeder. Aerial cable will and has given continuous

operation whenknocked'downfrom the messengerand totally sub-

merged in water.

Secondarynetworks with units in undergroundvaults and aerial

cable secondaries along the street can solve the !listribution ,

problems in small business districts. For small and medium

sized cities and for the outlying shopping centers around differsnt
,

areas such combinedlight and powernet workminimizes the conges-

tion of conventional overhead service. Moreover, this system

facili tates conversion to undergroundnetwork if future growth

demandsremovalof poles and wires.

small business areas generally are supplied froml4 KVoverhead

radial feeders with separate powerand light transformers, secondaries,

and services. Manybuildings require both powerand lighting services.

OVerthe years, increasing load has required moreand larger trans-

~r>.
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forme,rs ~t closer jipaoing, Pole congestion and the maze of
:..:

overhead wires not only impede pole replaoement and maintenance

but promote munioipal demands for underground distribution,

Long range forecasts in many cases do not justify conver-

sion to a completely underground seoondary network capable of

serving the high load densities of many areas. A solution of

this problem is a seoondary network with units in underground

vaults and aerial cable secondaries on poles along both sides ~f

the street.

Some ~f the high-lights cf the system arel (1) Vaults

are located directly in front of largest loads with under-

,ground cable ties between, vaults on opposite sides of the

street I (2) Short underground services trom the vault to

nearby loads and riser oaDle feeding ,aerial secondary for

the other loads still remainingl (3) 500 KVA Network units

and 350 MCM seoondary cables produce a system capable of

handling 23 to 50 KVA of load per 100 feet on each side of the

street I (4) If the need for a fully underground secondary

network system develops, network voltage has been established,

and the already installed underground equipment can be fully

utilized.
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NetworkcombinesOverheadand Underground

The combination of overhead and underground cable secon-

dari&s with network units in vaults will satisfy the demand

for improvedappearances in manyoases. Three phase aerial

cab~e secondary mains on each side of the street replaoe the

separate light and powerwires. A few larger transformers

in vaults eliminate manypole--mountedlighting transformers

and powerbanks to improvegreatly the appearance of the over-

head system. Further improvementin appearance .and reliability

maybe attained by using aerial cable for the primary feeders.

Vaults on opposite sides of the strsat should be tied

together with unclergrp';wcl,cables. The network protection then

functions. to permit each unit to back up the other in emer-

gency.
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Aerial Cable Affords Flexibility

(1) The cost of a few test installations of aerial

secondary cable was 1.49% below that of the conventional

type.

(2) The cable secondary system appears to be more resis-

tant to wind and ice storms than open wire construction.

Maintenance Less

(3) As cable secondary design requires fewer poles, main-

tenance"cost per KVA of customers served is reduced and along

with it the occasions for disturbing a customer's premises for

pole replacement.

(4) Physical characteristics of the line improves and the

cable withstands mOre wind than open wire and even it comes down

sometimes maintains service.

(5) It has better electrical characteristics than open-

wire construction, steady voltage drop reduces to 80% and flicker

voltage drop to 50%. Such improvements afford higher quality

service and permit use of large transformers.

Faults Are Fewer

(6) More clearance for services is available as a service

can be attached at any point. Service poles for clearing buildings

or other obstructions are no longer necessary.
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(7) Neoprene-covered secondary cable is less subject to

faults caused by tree conditions which themselves are obstruc-

tive because of the greater flexibility in locating services.

J!al,,-ExtraClearance

(8) Replacing a tangent pole costs considerably less~ It .

does not involve work'on the services. When secondaries are

open wire, some service must be rearranged during transfer to

a new pole. Moreover, the pole for cabled secondaries is clear

fOr hot-stick work in transferring primaries.

(9) Extra clearanoe for transformer replacements is avail-

able because servioe oonnections can be kept away from the pole.

Compared with open-wire construction there are these ad-

vantages in the use of aerial cable seoandaries.

1-, Although fewer, faults are di fficult to locate and the

different companies have yet to acquire "trouble-shooting!!

experience with this relatively new construction.

2, Aerial cable installation requires a special spinning

tool for lashing in the field.

3. Operation of spinner requires special training of

personnel.

4. -As aerial cable is 20 to 30 feet above ground, making . '. " ....' .~',

,; ,.

.... .'

service connections in any sort of wind necessarily involves use

'. '., ......•.

..... ',.'.



of the long extension ladder with hooks at the upper end.

Other Disadvantages

5. The present method of installing services costs

a little more.

40

6. Adding a fourth wire for 3-phase service or as

.,',.
" "... ,,'

a streetlight conductor is more difficult.

7. Additiona1 anchoring and keeping the same pole loca-

tion make replacement of dead-end poles more expensive,

More Training Needed

8, Two or more men are needed to locate and repair

secondary faults.

9, As services are connected to the line, there is less

service clearance from the ground. Service clearance still

exceeds the minimum code requirements, and the services them-

selves are usually shorter,

10. Secondary cable system installation and maintenance

call for new training of service crews •
J

. "
COmpetitive Position

Aerial cable can compete with open-wire construction in areas

where it can use its greater load carrying ability to advantage,

Where local costs are low the cost ratio drops below that assumed

in the calculations, and the cost differential is considerably



,-

reduced. Then reliability. appearance, service continuity

and the tree-trimming element becomes the basis of comparison,

These may justify the remaining cost differential.

This study was based on 4.16 KY distribution as this system

is widely used and is quite vulnerable to tree interference.

Aerial cable is easily applied to 4.16 KY.

Aerial cable for distribution feeders is not limited to

4.16 KY. It may also be used at 12.0 KY and 13.2 KY. At these

voltage levels shielded cable is required-and this increases the

difficulty of making taps. The advantages resulting from the

extra'load carrying ability of aerial cable are also present at

the higher voltages.

- .
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V RESIDENTIAL DISTRIBUTION

The present, .and long-standing, distribution system for

residential service in the United States is the 120/140 volt

three wire system, which could conceivably continue to be used

indefinitely. However, conditions have changed materially from

the time this system first became standard, and developments are

on the horizon which oan be expected to produoe large increases

in residential load in the future. The plant investment in resi-

.dential distribution systems. is estimated ourrently at 20% (percent)

of the total investment of the budget for the electrical utilities.

The indications are that this investment will continue to grow,

both in percentage and dollar value. The residential distribu-

tion is the most important single problem facing the eleotrical

utility industry today. The time is ripe for a decision with

respect to new construction as to whether a fundamental change

shall be made in distribution systems or whether present prac-

tices should be oontinued.

What are the advantages in distribution economy resulting

from the use of higher voltages? The most obvious advantage is

that the distribution secondaries and service drops can use small

copper. It might further appear that there is no other saving

but this, HOwever, reduction of copper cross-section is not the
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whole answer, as this involves only the thermal capacity of the

citcuits. In most practical situations, regulation is more im-

portant in influencing costs than thermal capacity.

The determining regulation may be voltage dip due to motor

starting or it ma~ be the spread in service entrance voltage

from light load to full load. Which one of these forms of

regulation is determining from a oost standpoint can be ascer-

tained only by analyzing the particular situation. Both forms

of regulation are improved according to the square of the oper-

ating voltage, for a given oonductor size and given kilo-volt

amperes of load. Thermal loading is improved only acoording to

the first power of voltage.,

If the secondary voltage level is changed, the proportion-

ing of the system w11l change. The improvement in voltage regu-

lation' permitli a greater "reach", Le., a given distribution

transformer can serve more residences. It then has a higher

kilovolt~ampere rating with lower cost psr kilovolt ampere.

It also suffers a smaller drop in voltage from motor starting

inrushes, whioh minimize another limitation on system design.

Another 'and important advantage occuring to higher voltage and

greater "gathering power" is the improvement is diverEiity due

to summing up of individual home demands.'

45
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It shoUld be noted that the following results sum up the

advanteges of going to a higher secondary voltege:

Saving in secondary and service entrance copper.

2. Reduction in total installed kilovolt amperes of

distribution transformers.

3. Reduction in cost per kilovolt ampere of installed

transformer capacity due to the use of larger standard trans-

fonner.

Economy of 3 Phase Secondaries

To evaluate the relative economy of 3-phase and single
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phase distribution secondaries, it is first necessary to consider

the role of the grounded neutral conductor on both types of system.

Theoretically, it might seem possible to omit the neutral con-

duct or on both the 3-phase and single phase systems. Thus the

mid-point of a l20/~40 volt transformer could be grounded, and

only the two outside wires carried away as secondaries. At

each home the house circuits would consist of a connection to
'..~..-, .. '.•.....,,.,

"".ground and to one or the other of the outside wires. Unbalances'

due to differences in loading of the two outside wires would be

expeotedto find their way back to the transformer mid-point

via ground.

With street water,mains and house service water connec-

tions both of copper with 'soldered joints, this system should

1)/;
I ",,'
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be workable. although it can be expected that the voltage regu-

.lation from line conductor to neutral will be higher.than when

a neutral conductor is used.

Rightly or wrongly, the utilities have settled upon the

practice of not depending upon water pipes for the return of

neutral currents, and neutral conductors of the same size as the

line conductors are frequently used. The neutral conductor may

be common to both the primary and secondary systems. Consider

the case of a neutral used for secondaries only. With unit

current in each line wire and unit voltage to neutral, the

power capacity of the single 3-wire system is two or two thirds

of a power unit per conductor. In a similar manner, a 3 phase

4-wire system has three units of p"wer handling ability, or

three fourths of a power unit per conductor. Under the most

favorable conditions, the 3-phase system permits a maximum

improvement of copper utilization by the ratio of three-fourths

to two thirds or 1.125. On the other hand. neglectlng the neutral

in the single and three-phase systems results. in nO gain in utili-

zation of copper. The actual gain on the three phase system is

therefore somewhere between zero and 0.125, depending upon the

actual role of the neutral conductor in the system under consid-

eration. Therefore a three-phase four-wire system is as much as

12,% more efficient in use of secondary copper than a single phase

47
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three wire system. If a higher secondary voltage than the present

120/240 volt standard is used, the general concept of distribu-

tion system design is changed, leading to larger transformers

at wider spacings. The individual transformers may be as large

as 250 k.v.a. with present load densities to over 2000 k.v.a.

for communities saturated with heat pumps.

Different Types of Distribution

System-l is the conventional radial system used to provide

single phase 120/240 volt service in most residential areas today.
I.

Figure 9 is a single line diagram of this system.

4.16 KV 3-111
j Primary Feeder

Single Line Diagram For
Conventional 120/240 Volt
Radial System.

Se ices

Block Layout

2.4 KVl-~
Lateral

Fig. 9

".,1UM
Transformer

2.4 KV/120/240 V

34.5/416 KV
SUbstation

-i

In the studies made using this system arrangement, the dis-

tribution substations were aSBUllledto step down from a subtrans-

mission voltage" to a distribution voltage of 4.16 kv three-phase

distribution circuits run through the area and are secttonali~ed
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so as to provide loop feed under emergency conditions. Single-

phase 2400 volt laterals were tapped off the 4160 volt feeders,

and run down the back lot line of each block to supply the single

phase. distribution transformers. Single phase three-wire 120/240

volt secondary circuits run in two directions from the transformers

to the service take-off points.

System 2 provides single phase 120/240 volt service through

distribution transformers supplied by single phase common neutral

laterals from 24.5 kv 3-phase primary feeders. This is shown in

figure 10.

34.5KV 3-~ Feeder

condaries

19.9 KV 1-'
Lateral

Single Line Diagram For
Higher Primary Voltage
Conventional 120/240 Volt
Radial System.

Figure 10

Distribution Transformers
19.9 KV/120/24OV

•
:,.,~

"'Ifthree-Phase 120/208 volt secondaries. used, laterals'.',
would be 3-phase 34.5 kv, and distribution transformers 34.5

kv 120/208 volt.

The 34.5 kv circuits are sectionalized so as to provide loop

service under emergency conditions.

I •
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Section 3 provides 3-phase 4-wire 120/208 volt secondaries

served from 3-phase distribution transformers supplied from 34.5 kv

primary circuits; see figure 10, sectionalized loop primary feeders

are used.
System 4 uses 265/460 volts as the secondary voltage. The

long three phase 4-wire secondary circuits made possible by the

higher voltage permit more load to be served by a single trans-

former. In this system shown in figure II, the large three-phase

transformers are supplied from a 3-phase primary operating at a

voltage in the 34.5 class. The secondary circuits carry power

away from the transformers in four directions. The primary

feeders provide loop supply.

34.5 KV 3-0 Primary Feeder

. ,

~Secondaries

3-0
34.5 KV/265/46OV
Distribution
Transformer

Fig. 11 Single, Line Diagram For Higher
Secondary Voltage Radial System

.If single phase 240/480 volt secondaries used, distribu-

tion transformers would be 34.5 ky ..240/480 volts.
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.System 5 makes use of a higher single phase secondary voltage.

The 3-wire 240/480 volt secondaries are served through relatively

large transforillersas shown in figure 11. The secondaries run in

four directions from the transformer. The transformers are 3-phase

with Hch phase on the secondary side center tkPped and isolated

from the other two phases. The primary voltage for the system
I

is in the 34.5 levclass. These primary feeders provide loop

supply. The 265/460 volt is not the only higher voltage to use.

other 3-phase voltages that could be considered for this type of

an application are those of 220/380, 240/416, and 254/440.

Services

The service to each house for the conventional 120/240

volt system is the well-known 3-wire service for both overhead

or underground systems. For the higher voltage secondary systems,

whether .singl~-phase 240/280 volt, or 3-phase 265/460 volt, a

2 wire service is used. The two wires are a line conductor and

a neutral. The servioe entranoe facilities for the higher voltage

system are shown in figure 12.

. "
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265/46Ov 3-.
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l20vl-G)
240 or
265 v \ \..1-. \

{ 120v ~
_1-$ f' --

Fig. 12 Service Entrance Facilities
For Residences, Higher Secondary
Voltage System.

All houses served from 240 volt or 265 volt secondaries

will have an auto-transformer to step down to 120 volts for

lighting and convenience outlet circuits. The higher single-phase

voltage (240 or 265 ,volts), is assumed to serve all the fixed high-

vol tag, appliances such as ranges, water heaters, clothes dryers,

and room coolers. These appliances will not be served through the

auto-transformers.



Cost DatA

The costs used in the studies are believed to be reasonably

typical of the costs for manyoperAting companies.

OVerlWad

Large distribution substations were employed in tlW conven-

tional 120/240 volt system using 4-kv pr1JDllryfoeders. The sub-

station stepped downfrom the subtrAnsmission voltage of .34.5 kv

to 4.16 kv.

.'> ~"...

3

:2

o
It 2. :llo "'D .oDO '100 500

Conductor Size

(1) 4.16 KV4
COnductors

(2) 34.5 KV:3
Conductors

Figure 13 shows the cost of tile overhead primary circuits.

Tile figure includes both 4.16 kv e,nd34.5 kv primary circuits.

Figure 14 showstile cost data of 3-wire and' 4-wire secondary

circuits. Full sized neutrAls are carried for All low-voltage

circuits whether single phAseor 3-phAse.
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Fig. 14 ."Overhead Secondary Installed
Costs, Including Poles

The installation costs of distrIbution transformers used in

the conventional system are given in Figure 15.

4

oo
•• 12
><.,
~
•••8.

(1) 1-$ 19.9kv!l20/24OV Underground

(2) 1-$ 19.9 kv!l20/240 Overhead

(3) l-~ 2400/120/24OV Underground

(4) 1-$ 2400!l20/24OV Overhead

KVARating
10 30 50 TO qo 100 ..u ,'.,..

Fig. 15 Installed cost Of Distribution Transformers
Conventional 120/240 V Studies

For
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Figure 16 gives the installed costs of the transformers used

for the 240/480 volt single phase systems and for the 265/460 volt

3-phase systems •

..0--

"]I

~~~.v1CJ
2.~Of48Y, \~

(1YTn1

300020001000

Transformer Rating - INA

::f
o

10

15' -

Fig. 16 Installed Cost of Two Types Of Higher Secondary
Vol tage 3-~ Distribution Transformer

The cost of overhead service drops to each house as shown

in Table III (See Appendix ). For the 1.6 and 2.5 kva load

densities, it was assumed that No. 8 conductors would be used.

For 5 and 10 kva cases, No. 4 conductors were assumed.

Results And Evaluations

Table IV and V (.Appendix);",,') present the results of the

overhead 'system optimizations. The totals and the breakdown of

,,



Cl)stl;"aregiven in terms of dollars per house for each of the

four load densities and for each of the five systems. The

results are plotted in figure 17. Figure 18 shows the results

plotted in tenns of dollars per.,kilovolt-ampere.

Overhead
600

<D (1) 34.0 KV/120/208-3-0Soo
(2) 4 KV/120/24OV 1-0

4-00 (3) 34.5KV/120/24OV 1-03l. :3
• ill' (4) 34.5KV/240/48OV 1-0

~ ';00
••,f (5) 34.5KV/265/460 3-0'
III

.2003
••••
8 100
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Average Peak DiVersified Demand
Per House in KVA

Fig, 17 Overhead System Investment In Dollars
Per House Versus Average Peak Diversi-
fied Demand Per House.
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Demand Per House In INA
2 4 6 B 10

0) Primary 4.l81N secondary
l20/24OV

(2) Primary 34.5KV secondary
l20/24OV

(3) Primary 34.51N Secondary
l20/20BV

(4) Primary 34.5 KV secondary
240/4BC7\'

(3) Primary 34.5KV Secondary
265/48OV

6 8
I

;

Fig. lB OVerHead System Investment In DOllars Per
"Kilovolt Ampere Versus Average Peak Diversi-

fied Demand Per House.
,

Demand Per House In INA
9

Average Peak Diversified
1 .7

System

-10
III 4BOV-10:l
dl
"~
II 285/48 -30
~•••
8

\

Fig. 19 Underground System Investment In DOllars Per House
Versus Average peak Diversified Demand Per House;
Diversified Demand Based On l,OOO.Houses.
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The results of the underground system studies are presented
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in Table VI and VII (Appendix ). ,Figure 18 and 19 show these '.
results plotted in terms of dollars per house and dollars per

kilovolt-ampere respeotively.

The curves of figures 17 and 19 show that 255/460 volt system

offers the greatest economy for both the overhead and underground

installations. The overhead curves of figure 17 show that the

265/460 volt system provides savings over the conventional system

utilizing 4-KV primaries of 47% at the highest load density studied.

The percent savings available in the background systems
.~

through the use of a higher secondary voltage are not as great

as~b~ are in the overhead systems, but they nevertheless repre-

sent;an appreciable amount. Underground the 265/460 volt system

provides savings of 39% at the highest load density, as shown

in .figure 19.

Overhead the 265/460 volt system provides savings over the

34.5 kv to 120/240 volt system of 26% at highest load density

studied. Underground, the 265/480 volt system permit sav!ngs

over the 36.5 kv to 120/240 volt system of 22r.at the highest

density. In both the overhead and underground systems, the 34.5 kv

to 120/240 volt system provides the lowest conventional system

costs at the high load densities. At the low load densities

; :~-



the 4 kv to 120/240 volt system provides the lowest conventional

system cost,

The 3-phase higher voltage system offers savings over the

single phase higher voltage system, The savings largely results

from the increase in power-handling ability of the 3-phase

secondaries.

The largest part of the savings of the 265/460 volt system

over the 4-kv to 120/240 volt system is due to the elimination

of the 4-kv substation, It is this saving, complemented by the

savings available through the use of the 265/480 volt secondaries,
;.

that makes the 265/480 volt system/most economical.

/
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VI ECONOMIC TRENDS IN THE USE OF ALUMINUM

Conductors

More than half the investment of an electrical utility is

in transmission and distribution. and of that major division the

greater part will be found in distribution while construction

cost' has been increasing generating station operating economics

and substation simplification have operated to stabili~e the cost

of electric service to the customer.

Much has been done to check the spiraling tranSllliss10n and

distribution costs. such as the following I use of higher" vol tages

for transmission. relating of existing equipment to secure the

maximum use. and eliminating non-essentials. HOwever. in 19~0

new extensions for new customers and replacement of existing facil1-

ties were involving double the costs of 1940.

To prevent that portion of distribution between the sub-

station and the customer's meters from assuming a disproportionate

share of the expense of supplying electricity. engineers concen-

'trated on the use of new materials and new design for increased

economy. ,Appealing possibilities lay in the use of aluminum but.

because of lack of information about such application of the

material and because of the pressure to keep construction apace

with COllllllUJ1itygrowth. there was reluctance to change"-jOil,'two

or three occas1onll prior to 19~0.experimental installations had
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been planned for tbC! system, but in each instance because of in-

ability to clear up important details these plans were abandoned.

It h quite obvious that there have been certain economic

advantages in the use of alumlnum conductors over a perlod of many

years. Thls fact is easily demonstrated by the installation of

alumlnum transm1ss1on lines starting in the 1890's and on through

the years at such an accelerated pace that today, we know that

there are nearly three million miles of alumlnum cable',(mostly

steel-reinforced aluminum cable--A.C.S.R.--) in servlce ln the

Unlted states. Furthermore, ,somewhat over8~ of the hlgh vol-

tage power in North Amerlca ls transmltted over aluminum lines.

The hlgh electrlcal conductlvlty of alumlnum has made lt

a loglcal competltor with copper, as a conductor materlal.

Let us examlne the reasons for thls ever-lncreaslng ex-

panslon of alumlnum use, largely at the expense of copper. It

mlght be well to polnt out the relatlve abundance of alumlnum

ln the earth's crust as compared wlth that of copper. Although

alumlnum ls not found ln metalilc form ln nature, accordlng to

geologlcal surveys there ls approxlmately 900 times as much alum-

lnum ln the earth's crust as there ls copper and lt ls also be-

l1eved that lt ls somewhat over flve tlmes as plentlful as lron--
. .

on a volumetrlc hasls. Copper on the other hand, although plentl-

ful, ls not plentiful to nearly the same extent, and what is more

r':.
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important, is not plentiful where we need it most.
-Aluminum is the only commercial rival to copper as a good

conductor of.electricity in the ever-increasing challenge to

the electrical industry in keeping .pace with the demand for

electrical energy. It has excellent resisfance to corrosion

in most environments, it has physical characteristics which

are preponderantly good, and it is easy to handle. Its light

weight and relatively high electrical conductivity permit ~he

engineers to figure, as a rule of thumb, that for equal per-

formance, one pound of aluminum will do the joh of two pounds

of copper. The ratio is frequently even higher •.

Various applications of aluminum have multiplied so rapid-

ly that the industry has had to make.prodigioUS strides in pro-

duction capacity to.keep pace with requirements. As a result
•

of the heavy pressure, the price of the aluminum ingot today

is subst~tially at the pre-war level.

The introduction of ACSR (aluminum conductor, steel rein-

forced) some forty years ago was a most important factor in

bringing aluminum conductors into competition with copper con-

ductors. ACSR with its higher strength and lighter weight than

the electrically equivalent copper conductors introduced the

undeniable economic factor of "span advantage", that is to say,

for some clearance between conductor and ground the use of AGSR
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rather than copper conductors requires either fewer structures,

insulators, clamp, etc. or in some instances where the line pro~

file is unfavorable for such economics, at least require. shorter

poles or structures. The longer spans attainable with ACSR have

shown such strong span advantage in many instances that copper

conductors were simply "not in the running", even though on a

conductor foot basis they were much lower in price than their

ACSR counterparts. Today the design engineers and.the purchas-

ing agents jointly enjoy the saving derived from both span 00-

vantage and the lower price of aluminum conductors.

Many technical developments and improvements through the

years, such.as oompression type joints and dead-ends, an impressive

assortment of reliable accessories and the solution to fatigue break-

age of conductor strands, have contributed in a major way to the

economic dominance of aluminum conductors in the transmission

and primary .distribution fields. In recent years the introduc-

tion of higher operating voltages has required cables of larger

diameters. The field has been a "natural" for ACSR in either the

expanded form with impregnated paper.fillers or in the multi-

layer design. Aluminum conductors in secondary distribution,

in the field of open and enclosed busses, in reactors, in building

wiring and communication cable are all active uses.



EC aluminum whioh means eleotrioal oonduotor grade aluminum,

has a minimum purity of 99.45%, has a conductivity equal to a mini-

mum of 61% of the international Annealed Copper standard. It is

apparent that for equivalent resistances, aluminum conductors

must have a cross-sectional area 82% greater than annealed copper

wire, and 59% greater than hard-drawn copper as used for overhead

lines. Because of the differenoes in specific gravity of the two

_tals, however, the alUminum conductor will weigh only about half

as muoh as a oopper conductor for equivalent lengths. Therefore,

a pound of copper will make a #8 wire 20 feet long, while a pound

of aluminum rill make a #8 wire 41 feet long and these two wires

will have the same resistance per foot. The resistances of hard

drawn copper and aluminum are two AWG gauge members apart: that

is, a #12 wire in aluminum is equivalent to a #14 in copper.

The tensile strength of EC aluminum depends upon the amount

of cold work to whioh the material has been subjected, and the

selection of the proper temper is dependent to a large estent upon

the service of the oonductor. Most multi-strand cable is manufac-

tured from ASTM Spec. EC-H 19 material having a tensile strength

from 25,000 to 3,000 psi, depending upon the size. Intermediate

tempers" such as EC-H16 or EC-H26 are available where higher flexi-

biU ty and workabiU ty are problems. In general, aluminum insu-

lated wire, either stranded or solid, from #8 and smaller utilizes
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one of these intermediate tempers so that the tensile properties

101111be in" the range from 17 I000 to 22,000 psi, These intermediate

tempers were chosen so that aluminum lOIOuldbe more nearly comparable

to flexibl1i ty to annealed copper wire of equivalent current carrying

capacities. In other words, aluminum #12 solid wire employing

EC-I~6 or EC-Hl6 temper will have approximately the same breaking

strength as a #14 wire fabricated from annealed copper,

Covered and Insulated Conductors

The use of covered cable'for power and feeder circuits goes

back to 1905 when "'1,590,000 CM cable was installed in one of the

Aluminum COmpany of America plants, It is still in operation on

400 volts, About 1916 a large installation of covered cable was

made in which there was some, 1700 aluminum to aluminUIIIsoldered

connections.

In 'the',earlyperiod of its lIlMufacture, covered aluminum con-

duct Or was often used as insulated conductor, although installa-

tion value of the covering was minimum. Today covered conductor

1s a major aluminum conductor product with ever-growing quantities

in use as distribution, service and drop cable.

Connectors

The choice of aluminum for insulated power and feeder cable

came when the favorable price advantage of aluminum over copper
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made its choice almost mandatory. Problems of connecting and t"ermi- /

nating which had been so successfully solved in the use of aluminum

for overhead conductor work could not be applied to insulated cable

in all cases. The size of fi~tlngs and splicing sleeves and connec-

tors of all types had to be scaled down because of span limitation.

It has been necessary to study this entire field of connectability.

with the idea of producing efficient means of terminating insulated

cable and at the same time consume the smallest amount of space.

Conductor Materials

The most important material is copper because of its high;

conductivity and great tensile strength. Aluminum is used to a

large extent, especially with steel core, for high voltage lines.

Among the other materials used are copperweld, cadmium, copper,

phosphor bronze, galvanized steel. The choice of material depends

upon the cost, the required electrical and mechanical properties

and on local conditions. The conduotivities of copper and alumi-

num are decreased greatly by very small quantities of impurities:

their alloys, with the exception of cadmium copper, have too Iowa

conductivity to be used. For this reason composite conductors are

used, which consist of pure copper Or aluminum with a galvanized

steel core for mechanical strength.



Copper

Hard-drawn copper has a high conductivity and a great tensile

strength I cold working decreases conductivity slightly but increases

the strength considerably. Within the range of 20 to 30 tons per

inch2 tensile strength, the conductivity is lovered by T/IO percent

where T is the tensile strength in tons per inch2; thus at 20 tons

the conductivity is 98 percent, at 30 it is 97 percent.

Cadmium Copper

An addition of about I percent of cadmium increases the tensile

strength 50 percent and reduces the conductivity by l~ percent only.

The effects of the cold working are the same as for pure copper.

Thus 0.9% cadmium produces an alloy of tensile strength 45 tons

per inch2, 85 peroent conductivity, with the same modulus of elas-

ticity and oo-effioient of linear expansion as for copper. Cadium

copper is relatively expensive, and is most useful for long spans

with a line of small oross-section.

Steel-Cored Aluminum

Steel-cored aluminum conduotors have a core of galvanized steel

strands and a layer or layers of aluminum wires outside. Usually

the aluminum and steel wires are of the same diameter. There may

be one wire of steel surrounded by six wires of aluminum, or seven

of steel by twelve or thirty of aluminum. There are many types of

such conductors.
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The conductivity of the steel-cored aluminum conductor is

taken as that of the aluminum portion alone, since the steel wires

have high resistance to alternating currents.

The strength is taken as 85 percent of the sum of the steel

wires plus 95 percent of the sum of the strength of the aluminum

wires. The factors 85 percent and 9S peroent allow for the

stranding.

The total strength of a steel-cored aluminum conductor is

normally 50 percent greater than that of the equivalent copper

conductor, and the weight only three-quarters as m~ch (one half due

to aluminum and a quarter to steel). It is claimed that the result

is a conductor with a smaller ratio of loading to strength than

any other conductor, even allowing for the increased wind and ice

load due to the increased diameter as compared with that of the

equivalent copper conductor. The sag is therefore the least so

that the supporting towers may be shorter, or the span length

greater for a given sag, than for any other conductor. The larger

diameter is useful in very high voltage lines, as the corona losses

are then less.
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Vll VOLTAOECOm'ROL, 'POWER FACTOR CORRECTIONS
AND USE OF DWIOHl' CHART

Importanceof Voltage Control

Oneof the most troublesome features associated with the oper-

ation of overhead transmission systems is the inherent variation

of voltage at the receiving end, due to changes in the load. The

fluctuations of voltage must be prevented fromreaching the dis-

tributing network for the following reasons.

1; In the case of lighting load, the lampcharacteristics

are very sensitive to changes of voltage. For example, a 5%

~ecrease in 'the applied voltage results in a decrease of 15-20%in

the illuminating powerof metallio-filament lamps. Onthe other

hand, if the voltage is 5%above the correct value, the lamps

deteriorate at a rapid rate, their life being shortened by about

2. Whena powerload consisting mainly of induction motors

is supplied, rather larger variations maybe permitted than on a

lighting circuit, and in order to take advantage of this it is

customaryto supply powerloads and lighting loads from two dis-

tinct local circuits. Even in this case, however, it is distinctly

undesirable to have morethan a small percentage voltage variation.

For, if the voltage is above normal, the motor operates with a

saturated magnetic circuit, with consequent large magnetizing
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current and heating and lower power factor. If the voltage, on

the other hand, is low, its effect is to very considerably reduce

both the starting torque and pullout torque.

3. If the exciting voltage impressed on the distribUting

transformers is carried above normal, the exciting currents and

core losses begin to increase rapidly, and excessive heating is

thereby occasioned. Also, due to saturation of the iron, very

prominent third harmonics are introduced either in the voltage

or current.

Economics of Secondary capacitors

There are many benefits to be gained from the application

of shunt capacitors to distribution circuits. Most of the bene-

fits are made possible by that quality of the capacitor which in

effect reduces the magnitude of the line current in a circuit

having a lagging power-factor load. A capacitor will draw a

current which leads the impressed circuit voltage by 90 degrees.

This leading current can be provided to cancel part or all of the

magnetizing current which lags the impressed circuit voltage by

90 degrees. Thus while the in phase component of the line. current

remains essentially constant, the magnitude of the resultant line

current is reduced.

The reduction in line current lowers the thermal loading on

all series-circuit components, such as conductors, transformers,
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regulators, circuit breakers, etc. and thereby permits the addition"

of more revenue-producing load on the circuit. If an overload condi-

tion exists in these circuit components, shunt capacitors may be

applied to reduce the thermal loading to a tolerable level.

In some cases, the voltage drop to the end of a circuit may be

high enough to cause trouble at the consumer's utilization devices.

In other csses, the voltage drop may prohibit the addition of mOre

load in order to avoid these consumer problems. Shunt capacitors

can be used to raise the voltage level to a practical operating

value and thus alleviate these low-voltage problems.

/In general there are two ways to describe a shunt capacitor.

First of all, since a capacitor draws a leading current, it may

be considered as a leading load. With this concept, the voltage

at a.capacitor installation may be cons~dered as a resolution of

a voltage rise and a voltage drop: the rise being due to the lead-

ing current flowing through the series reactances of the circuit,

and the drop due to the lagging current flowing through these

same reactances •
.The other description, the one which is becoming more widely

accepted, is that a shunt capacitor is a generator of legging

kilovars. In this respect, capacitors do the same ~ob as over-

excited synchronous condensers, in that they supply the lagging

{
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kilovars close'to the loads and reduce kilovar demand on the source.

'.",',
Capacitors offer the advantages of being available in relatively small

kilovar ratings, being more easily moved to meet changing system condi-

tlo~s. and having lower operating losses.

Comparison of Secondary and Primary Capacitors

The installation of shunt capacitors on a circuit is justified

by the revenue-producing load that can be added to the circuit as

a direct result of the capacitor application. Improving power

factor, raising circuit voltage, and reducing line current are

benefits that are obtained in the process of increasing load with

capacitors.

The problem then becomes one of determining where and how

these capacitors are to be applied. This problem involves not only

the questions of whether they are to be in large banks as distributed.

fixed Or switched, but the question of whether they should be applied

at primary voltage or secondary voltage. If it is determined that

part of the capacitors should be switched. they will be necessarily

primary capacitors. inasmuch as it is impractical to switch secondary

capacitors.

The secondary capacitor has a very distinct advantage over the

primary capacitor in that it releases load capacity in the distri.'

bution transformers. If a given kilovar of capacitors were installed

on the secondary of a feeder circuit. load capacity is released in

,.
\' ,.
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in the primary feeder as before. But since the loading of the dis-

tribution.transformers has not been reduced more distribution trans-

former capacity must be added in order to utilize reieased capacity

of the primary feeder.

There are other advantages of the secondary capacitor over the

primary capacitor. However, they are small when compared to the

released capacity in the distribution transformers. Some of these

increased benefits given by secondary capacitors are" reduced losses

io:the distribution transformer, .reduced losses in that part of the

secondary between the transformer and the capacitor, slightly in-

creased revenue due to a higher voltage at the consumers watt-hour

meter, and released capacity in the secondary conductors between

the capacitor and the distribution transformer.

Although the capacitor is limited in its functional use only

to its ability to generate a wattless kva, its justification may

be used on anyone or combination of the following:

1. Reduction in kva or loading of the distribution facilities,

or expressed conversely, increasing the capacity of faclli ties. I'

2. Reduction in voltage regulation.

3. Increasing the emergency ability of the system (or a

part of the system) •

(
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4. Increasing generation by releasing amp~re capacity in the

generator to fully utilize the prime mover's capacity.

Power Factor Correction & ,Increase
In Load Capacity

Fig. 20

Assuming a lagging load, such as the one represented by the

unit Vector L at an angle B in Fig. 20, the addition of a given

kilovar of shunt capacitor on the circuit will reduce the lagging

component of unit vector L by a quantity represented by the vector

J. Vector C at angle is the vector sum of L and J, or the resultant

load. From the diagram it can be seen that the magnitude of C is

less than unity. To utilize'the released capacity of the circuitm

it has been assumed that the load will be added at the initial

power factor angle B until a unit load of M at some new angle, is

obtained. This load addition is represented by Vector D.

For any given initial power factor angle B and a correction to

any given power factor angle, ,the ratio of the magnitude D and

'.
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J can be calculated. This ratio of kilovolt-ampere of load capacity

released for load at the initial power angle B for each kilovar of

shunt capacitors added.

Graphical Solution (Of Voltage Drop Calculation)
By Dwight Chart

Mr. H. B. Dwight has worked up a straight line chart sho~

as chart 1 and II (see appendix) in which the resistance and the

reactance of the circuit have been taken into account through the

medium of spacing lines marked.for various conductors. The use

of this chart does not, therefore, require the calculation of the

resistance and reactance or the use of tables of such constands.

The Dwight Chart is equally good to loads of leading and lagging

power factor. Another feature of this chart is that formulas are

given which take capacitance effect into account with sufficient

accuracy for circuits with a length up to approximately 100 miles.

75
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The Btudyof distribution practices in Americahas shownthe

author that no one schllllleis the best for all problemsand he now

realizes that each local area to be served in Pakistan should be

viewedas a newproblem. WitheBtabliBhedAmeri~ ties Pakistani

engineers will be utilizing Americanmanufacturedelectrical equip-

mant, consequently expansions to existing distribution BystemBBhould

be planned for economicaluse of available standard voltage equip-

Il\$nt.

Althoughnot mentioned in detail in studies made, Boundthought

should be given to the manufactureof p~-stressed concrete poles

in Pakistan for overhead diBtribution systemB.

In addition to the studiell made, the author has had the oppor-

tunity of acquiring detailed plans and specifications of good engi-

neering installation practicell for distribution systems, which should

prove of great value in system layout.

For special problemsof lines 88rving definite loads at avail':'

able voltages, he believes it will be advantageous to instruct his

engineering students and associates in the USfl of the "DwightChart"

for rapid and.accurate calculations.

To solve the problemswhichwill face Pakistan in the distri-

bution of electrical energy, the training of engineers is perhaps

; ;

..,~.'

the most important need of the country. Perhaps devotion of the

.-~ ~ -~ ,~_:~--- - "':,l
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\

author's Ufe to the broad training of manyyoungmenin the field

of electrical engineering maydo moregood for the over-all distri-

bution problemthan devoting time and effort to the solution of a

particular system problem. It is to the training of these menthat

material such as bas been presented will be of great value.

(
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TADLE i LISTS OF CIRCUIT RATI~~ AND
IMPEDANCESFOR TIlE COMMONSIZES

OF AERIAL SECONDARYCABLES

TABLE I AERIAL CABLE
C1lARACTERISTICS. 3-PHASE SECONDARY

CoND~ CIRCUIT CIRCUIT SPECIAL . ULTIMATE
SIZE RATII«i IMP. COPPERWELD STREN:ITH

MESSENGER 18
AMP. ',K.V .A.

'~"""-'~'''_..'''''''-''''-''''''',~~- .., No. 4/0 245 . 92. 7,85% No." 1/0 Equiv 14,490
Type K

350 MCM 333 125 5.42% No, 4/0 Equiv 15,840
Type G

500 MCIlI 408 153 4.48')1, 250 HCM Equiv 17,840-
TY1l8 EK

3-1/c 80OV, Heavy Neoprene Jacket
Maximum Conductor Temp.--750C
Maximum Ambient Temp.----400 C

Impedance On 500 KVA Base, 216V, 100 Ft. Lengths

~-""'--< -.p -.-

80F SAG
IN 100 IT

SPAN

0.93 Ft

1.39.Ft

1.85 Ft

,
I,

I

I

('

. ~
I

'"o
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••• TABLE II CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL THREE CONDUCTOR'RtlBBER INSULATED''''' NEOPRENE SHEATHED 5KY GROUNDEDNEUI'RAL AERIAL CADLE
Insulation Thickness 10/64 (Inches)

CONDo SHEATH MESSEN- ULTIMATE APPROX. 125 FT RESULT. SIG CONDo REAC. CURRENT> SIZE THICKNESS GER SIZE STRENGTH TOTAL wr. SPAN IIEAVY LOADING RESIST. TO CARRYING
(B&S) <INCHES) , (B&.S) . (LB) LBIFT FINAL SIG (INCHES 750 C NEUI'RAL CAP. PER

600 F 60 cIs 60 CIs CONDIJC.'TOR
<INCHES) Ohms/ldl1e 1M 500 C A'JPS

6 4/64 7/No. 10 7121 1,01 14 23 0.50 0.050 64

4 4/64 7/No. 10 7121 1.22 16 25 0.32 0.046 85
\,

2 4/64 7/No. 10 7121 1,53 20 28 0.20 0.043 116
~:
O'

'--.., 1 4/64
.. , . 7/No. 9 8616 1.80 20 26 0.16 0.041 133

,

1/0 5/64 ...• 7/No.8 10460 2.25 20 26 0.13 0.040 156
~,
",.

0.10 0.039 182.:' 2/0 5/64 0'- ", 7/No. 7 12670 2.64 20 24,
3/0 5/64

...... ,
19/No. 10 '19350 3.20 16 19 0.080 0.038 216

4/0 5/64 '" - '.' 19/No. 9 . '23390 3.'83 15 18 . 0.060 0.036 244

.''I-~.',•••.:-.,~ '........

.::r.-., .. , .••.

~ .j/ --
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TABLE III FIXED COSTS OF OVERlffiADSERVICES
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TABLEIV OVERHEADDIsrRIBUTION sysrEM cosrs, DOLLARSPER HOUSE
Load Densi ty Per House

1,6 KYA 2,5 KYA
A B C D E -A B C D E

Service 22,80 22,80 22,80 43,20 43,20 22,80 22,80 22,80 43,20 43,20
Cost

Dist, 33,33 131,00 203.00 37,21 21,11 44.42 143,00 216.00 42,21 32,56
Trans.
formers

secondary 16,46 16,87 50,80 16.46 16,87 50,80
Mains

Sec, Mains 43,27 59,80 53,80 57.70
& Trunks

Primary 37.09 39,71 41,55 8.10 4.57 43.45 40,21 42.05 8.90 8.54
Feeders

Substa- 40,00 62.50
tions t

Voltage
Regulators 8.00 8.00 8.00 8,00 13,20 13.20 13,20 13,20

--
TOI'AL 149.68 218,38 326.15 139,78 136,68 189.63 236,08 344,85 161.31 155.20

A= Secondary Voltage 120/240 volts, I-phase; primary voltage 4KY en-

'"B = secondary Voltage 120/240 volts, I-phase; primary voltage 34,5KY
C = Secondary Voltage 120/208 volts, 3-phase; primary voltage 34.5 KY
D= secondary Voltage 240/480 volts, I-phase; primary voltage 34,5 KY
E = Secondary Vol tage 265/480 volts, 3-pbase; primary voltage 34,5 KY--..,

~ - - - - -



TABLE V OVERHEAD DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM COSTS. DOLLARS PER HOUSE
Load Density KVA Per House

Service
Cost

A
45.60

5 KVA
B

45.60
C

45.60
D

58.40
E

58.40
A

45.60

-10
B

45,60

KVA
C

45,60
D

58.40
E

58.40

Dist.
Trans-
formers

84.60 171,00 248.90 57.01 52,31 140.00 201.00 396.00 118.02 106.73

Secondary 24.47
Mains

Sec. Mains
& Trunks

22,95 60,70

67.80 65,60

31.60 34,20

81.10 53,80

Primary
Feeders,

Substa-
tions

Voltage
Regula-
tors

60.53

125.00

44.74 46.47 13,10

15,30 15.30 15.30

13,10

15,30

68.14 51.30

250.00

23.00

57.80

23.00

22.80

23.00

26.50

23.00

TarAL 340.20 299,59 416.97. 211,61 204.71 503.74 352.50 566.60 303.32 268.43

~~_J

A = Secondary Voltage
B = Secondary Voltage
C =. Secondary Voltage
D = Secondary Voltage
E = Secondary Voltage

'-..'p

120/240 volts,
120/240 volts,
120/208 volts,
240/480 volts,
265/480 volts,

l-phase:
I-phase;
3-phase;
.I-phase;
3-phase;

primary voltage
primary voltage
primary voltage
primary voltage
primary voltage

__;-:1:\"
"0...,;,... ,,'

4KV
34.5 KV
34,5 KV
34.5 KV
34.5 KV

co
•••
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TABLEVI UNDERGROUNDDISTRIBt!I'IONSYSTEMCOSTS, OOLLARSPER HOUSE
LOADDENSITY, ~A PER !lOUSE

5 INA 10 ~A
A B C D A B C D

Service 92.85 92.85 100.05 100.05 82.85 92.85 100.05 100.00
Cost

Distri- 105.00 182.00 58.01 ' 43.87 236.25 241.00 80.01 72.90
but ion
Trans-
formers (

Secondary 30.60 29.90 49.05
{Mains'

Secondary~Mains 129.86 105.48 197.47 152.66 ,-& Trunks

Primary 93,52 101.07 41,45 40.52 121.99 126.77 75.95 75,95
Feeders

Substa- 125.00 250,00
tions

Voltage 15.30 15.30 15,30 23.00 23,00 23,00
Regulator

TOfAL 446.97 421.75 344.67 305,22 691.09 532.67 476.48 424.56

A = Secondary Voltage 120/240 volts I-phase; Primary Voltage 4~
'"B = Secondary Voltage 120/240 volts I-phase.; Primary Voltage 34.5 ~ <II

C = Secondary Voltage 240/480 volts I-phase; Primary Voltage 34.5 ~
D = Secondary Voltage 265/480 volts 3-phase; Primary Voltage 34.5 ~ -

.~ ..
~- ,, .•.. -

, .;.
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TABLE_'llL __UNDEIlGROUNDDISTRIBunJONSYSTEMCOSTS.DOLLARSPERmUSE
Load Density, INA Per House

1.6 INA 2,5 INA
A B C D A B C

service c 68,27 68,27 , 86.12 86.12 68,27 68,27 86,12 ' 86,12
Cost

Distribu- 55.75 89,00 23.07 21,07 59,18 113.50 42,15 28,31
tion Trans-
formers

<",

Secondary 28,88 45.30 45,30 45,30
Mains

secondary 67,85 62,91 77,10 71,79
Mains &
_Trunks

Primary 50,76 81.18 22.66 22,66 64,41 82,58 24.71 21.79
Feeders

SUbsta-
tions

"'40,00
::-:'" '

62.50

Voltage
Regulator

8,00 8,00 8.00 13.20 13,20 13,20

TGrAL 243,66 291.75(, ,207.70 200,76 299,66 322,85 243,28 221,21

A F secondary-Voltage
B = secondBrtVoltage

--- c- = - secondlfry Voltage
D = secondary Voltage

> <,
120/240 Volts I-phase;
120/240 _Volts---1---pbase;
240/480 Volts I-phase;
265/460 Volts 3-pba8e;

"

Primary Voltage 4 KV
PrimarY Voltaie -34,5IN
Primary Voltage 34.5 KV
Primary Voltage 34,5 hV

--------~

~-,...., -- ---

co

'"

"o"_~'"e',.::-p' ," .~.,.

~i,,,..,,.""
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(Ii) Typical 900 lingle Pole (Three Phase Four Wire Distribution)

••

.\

(b) Typical Pole MountedSingle Tranlltol'lller (street' Lighting
and 3-Phace Distribution) •
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88

(c) Typical Pole Line Construction In A3-Pbase 4-Wire
Distribution Line.

(d) Typical End Pole Mountingof Thrge Transformers, (3-Phase
Primary and secondary Distribution).



(II) Typical platClformmountedtransformer subst.ation using
three transfomere for power load and one transformer
for auxilliary power (3-phase distribution)

••<

(f) Typical 3-phase CApacitorBankfor PowerFactor COrrection

89

\
~t,."
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(8) Typical Single Phalle Ridge Pin Pole Line Construction, •

,

~
(h) Typical Transformer S\t)station on single Phase DiBtritj~tion Line •

•
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